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Your Guide to 
Identity Theft
How It Happens, What to Watch For,  
and How to Better Defend Against It

When people hear the words “identity theft,” what typically 
comes to mind are fraudulent credit card charges or illicit 
bank withdrawals. But the reality of identity theft is more 
complex. In fact, financial identity theft is only one type of 
identity crime, and others can be more difficult to detect.1

 
Identity thieves can not only drain bank accounts and 
rack up credit card charges, but they can get medical 
treatment using the victim’s health insurance, steal their 
tax refund,2 or sell the information to other criminals.3 In 
some extreme cases, a thief might even give the victim’s 

name during an arrest and prompt a false criminal record. 
Identity theft victims may be unaware of the crimes until 
there is already substantial damage to their financial 
assets, credit, and reputation.3

This paper will explore the wide range of identity theft, 
including financial, tax-related, medical, employment, 
child, and criminal, and the impacts of identity fraud. It 
will also cover common warning signs and discuss how 
identity theft typically happens as well as steps individuals 
can take to better protect themselves and their loved ones.  

Identity Theft vs. Identity Fraud 
Though sometimes used interchangeably, identity theft and identity fraud are two different things.4 Identity theft 
is when a victim’s Personal Identifying Information (PII) is stolen. Stolen PII could include the victim’s name, 
address, Social Security number, or other identifying numbers such as medical insurance or credit card accounts.5 
Identity fraud occurs when thieves use that information for illicit gain.4  
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How Stolen PII Is Used for 
Financial Fraud and the 
Potential Impact

• Impersonate the victim to make online purchases 
the victim may have to pay for or resolve with their 
financial institution 
 

• Open new online accounts, checking accounts, or 
credit card accounts the victim may be responsible for

According to the 2020 Identity Fraud Study from Javelin 
Strategy & Research, there were 13 million identity fraud 
incidents in 2019, totaling $16.9 billion in losses.6 

Thieves May Open New Accounts—And They 
Can Be Difficult to Detect 

New account fraud, in which a thief opens a brand-new 
account in the victim’s name, jumped by 88 percent in 2019.7 
The most common types of new accounts that scammers 
open are online accounts such as eBay or Amazon, checking 
or savings accounts, and credit card accounts.6 

According to experts, victims are much less likely to 
discover new account fraud on their own, and financial 
organizations are less likely to have a way to contact 
victims.8 The most common way victims discovered new 
account fraud in 2018 was by notification from a credit 
monitoring or identity protection service. 

Credit Card Fraud Still Prevalent
Credit card fraud tops the list of identity theft crimes7 
and some experts estimate that over 80 percent of 
credit cards currently in people’s wallets have already 
been compromised.9 

While microchips in credit cards have reportedly helped 
curb in-store fraud, experts say that mobile and online 
transactions are now the low-hanging fruit.9 As a result, 
card-not-present fraud, a scam in which the credit card is not 
physically used such as for online or phone transactions,10 
has ballooned in recent years.9

Crooks use stolen credit card information to impersonate 
the cardholder and make online purchases.9 Today’s 
sophisticated cybercriminals may even route fake orders 
through a computer in the same region as the victim to 
avoid raising the retailer’s suspicion. 

Financial Identity Theft 
New Account Fraud Jumped by 88% in 2019 

2
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How Stolen PII Is Used for 
Tax Fraud and the Potential 
Impact

• File a fraudulent tax return in the victim’s name and 
collect their refund before they have a chance to file 

• Cause the victim’s own tax filing to be rejected, 
resulting in delays and issues with the IRS 

According to the IRS, tax-related identity theft is one of the 
most common tax scams.11 Tax identity theft occurs when 
a criminal uses the victim’s Social Security number to file 
a fraudulent tax return.12 Victims may not know the crime 
has happened until the IRS rejects their tax return as a 
duplicate filing.13  

 

Experts Recommend Filing Taxes Early 

In recent years, the IRS has advised taxpayers to file as 
early as possible—and with good reason.14

The IRS accepts only one tax return per Social Security 
number, so if a taxpayer can file their authentic tax return 
before a potential criminal can file their fraudulent one, 
they may be able to beat an identity thief to the punch.15 

On the other hand, if a criminal succeeds in filing their 
fraudulent return first, it could take months for the victim 
to resolve the issues.16

Tax Identity Theft 
Thieves Aim to File a Fake Tax Return Before the Victim Does 

...if a criminal succeeds 
in filing their fraudulent 
return first, it could take 
months for the victim to 
resolve the issues.
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How Stolen PII Is Used for 
Medical Fraud and the 
Potential Impact

• File erroneous medical claims the victim has to pay  

• Use insurance for medical diagnoses that the victim 
does not have and could result in future misdiagnoses, 
treatment delays, or incorrect prescriptions 

• Max out insurance payout which cancels the policy, 
leaving the victim without insurance and potentially 
making it more difficult to get new insurance

According to the World Privacy Forum, medical identity 
theft can cause great harm to its victims, as it often 
results in falsified information being entered in the 
victim’s medical records that can plague their medical 
and financial lives for years.17 

 

101% Increase in Medical Identity Theft in 2019  

Medical identity theft is when a criminal submits fraudulent 
claims to the victim’s health insurance or Medicare18 or uses 
the victim’s information to get treatment, prescription 
drugs, medical devices, or other benefits.19 It can lead to 
tens of thousands of dollars in damages.20  

One reason why fraudsters may target healthcare data is that 
it can have a longer shelf life than financial information and 
is more difficult for the victim to change or cancel.21 The FTC 
reported a 101 percent increase in medical identity theft 
cases in 2019.19 

The More Costly and Least Understood Type 
of Identity Theft  

Medical identity theft is one of the most difficult types 
of identity theft to repair,22 and it can cost far more than 
financial identity theft.19 Federal law generally limits 
consumers’ liability for fraudulent credit card charges 
to $50, but there are no such protections for a stolen 
medical identity.19 

If a criminal gets treatment in the victim’s name, erroneous 
medical records could cause treatment delays, incorrect 
prescriptions, or misdiagnoses.19 It could even affect the 
victim’s ability to get medical care and insurance benefits 
in the future. Despite this risk, experts say that medical 
identity theft is the least studied and most poorly 
documented of identity theft crimes.17 

Medical Identity Theft 
Fictitious Medical Information Could Plague the Victim for Years
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In employment identity theft cases, scammers may file 
fraudulent unemployment claims,23 or alternatively, they 
may use a falsified or stolen ID to get a job using the victim’s 
identity.24 Victims may learn of employment fraud when their 
employer asks why they have applied for jobless benefits25 
or receive a W-2 or 1099 from an unfamiliar employer.24 
 

Employed or Not—Anyone Can Be a Victim   

In many cases, fraudulent unemployment payments 
are deposited into bank accounts controlled by the 
scammers.26 However, suppose payments are sent to the 
victim's legitimate bank account instead. In that case, the 
criminals may contact the victim by phone, email, or text 
message and impersonate an unemployment official in 
an attempt to get them to transfer the funds. 

According to the Internet Theft Resource Center (ITRC), 
anyone can be a victim of unemployment benefits fraud, 
and individuals both with and without a current position 
have been impacted.25  

Employment Identity Theft 
Opposing Goals: Thieves Seeking Employment—Or Unemployment Benefits

How Stolen PII Is Used for 
Employment Fraud and 
the Potential Impact

• File fraudulent unemployment benefits claims that the 
victim has to resolve with their employer or the IRS  

• Use the victim’s identity to get a job, which could lead 
to problems resolving misreported income  

According to the Internet 
Theft Resource Center 
(ITRC), anyone can be a 
victim of unemployment 
benefits fraud...
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Many parents assume that their children are safe from 
identity theft because of their young age and lack of 
credit history. However, for identity thieves, children can 
be the perfect mark.27 While thieves may target adults 
for the money in their accounts, a child represents a 
clean slate for opening new lines of credit.  
 

Child Identity Theft Can Go Undetected  
for Years    

The identity theft of a child can go undetected for 
years—or even decades.28 And the consequences can be 
devastating.29 When the child becomes a young adult and 
seeks independence, they may have problems with banks, 
landlords, utility companies, and potential employers due 
to their negative credit history.

Identity thieves only need a Social Security number 
to commit synthetic identity theft, in which a victim’s 
real Social Security number is combined with a fake 
name, address, and date of birth to apply for credit or 
commit other types of fraud.30 Synthetic identity theft—
and especially its use in stealing children’s identities—can 
negatively affect young people in the future.31 

In many cases, identity theft of a child takes place in the 
child’s own home—or close to it. It’s estimated that 60 
percent of child identity fraud victims personally know 
the perpetrator.32 

Child Identity Theft 
Children Can Be the Perfect Mark for Identity Thieves

How Stolen PII Is Used for 
Child Identity Fraud and 
the Potential Impact

• Open new lines of credit or loans that go into collection 
or default and remain on the child’s credit  

• Damage a child’s credit and make it difficult for them 
to qualify in the future for student loans, get credit 
cards, or rent a place to live   

While thieves may target 
adults for the money in 
their accounts, a child 
represents a clean slate
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Though rare, criminal identity theft can occur when 
someone cited or arrested for a crime uses the victim’s name 
and identifying information, resulting in a criminal record 
in the victim’s name.33 Criminals may steal a victim’s identity 
to commit a crime, enter a country, get special permits, hide 
their own identity, or commit acts of terrorism.22   
 

Victims May Be Unaware They Have a 
Criminal Record    

An identity thief, using the victim’s name or personal 
information, may sign a citation or be required to appear 
in court.34 When neither thief nor victim appear in court, 
the judge may issue an arrest warrant, or a criminal 
record may be created in the victim’s name.

The victim is often unaware that they have a criminal 
record until they are arrested because of an outstanding 
warrant, are denied employment, or fired from their 
current job after a criminal background check.34 It can 
be difficult to resolve criminal identity theft because the 
victim often appears to be the criminal.22

Criminal Identity Theft 
An Identity Thief’s Crimes Can Become the Victim’s

How Stolen PII Is Used for 
Criminal Identity Fraud 
and the Potential Impact

• Use the victim’s name during an arrest, potentially 
leading to a criminal record the victim isn’t aware of  

• Cause the victim to be denied employment or fired 
from a job after criminal activity appears during a 
background check  

The victim is often 
unaware that they have a 
criminal record until they 
are arrested because of 
an outstanding warrant...
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There were over 3.2 million reports of fraud in 2019 according to the FTC, and people filed more reports about identity 
theft, in all its various forms, than any other type of fraud.7 Fortunately, some common warning signs of identity theft can 
help victims identify the issues and begin to resolve them,35 including: 

• Noticing unfamiliar credit card charges or 
bank withdrawals  

• Not receiving expected bills or other mail 

• Finding unknown accounts on a credit report  

• Receiving unrecognized medical bills or having 
a medical claim rejected because of reaching 
the benefits limit for unfamiliar services  

• Having a health plan rejected because of 
inaccurate medical records  

• Having an e-filing rejected, or receiving an 
IRS notice about a suspicious tax return 36 

• Getting an unexpected IRS notice that an 
online account has been created, accessed, 
or disabled 

• Discovering IRS records with wages or 
income from an unfamiliar employer 

• Being notified of a data breach35  

• Receiving calls from debt collectors

What Are Common Warning Signs of 
Identity Theft?

Warning signs that a child may be a victim of 
identity theft include:30 

• Receiving bills for products or services in the child's 
name that the parent or guardian didn't order  

• Having government benefits declined under the 
child's Social Security number

• Receiving credit card or loan offers in the 
child’s name 

• Receiving an IRS notice that the child owes 
unpaid taxes 

• Getting collection calls for a debt in the child's name
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How Does Identity 
Theft Happen?
 
Phishing 
Scammers often use phishing emails to trick victims into 
providing personal or financial information.37 Phishing 
emails can be deceiving in that they may appear to come 
from a known or trusted company, such as a bank or an 
online retailer, and use various tactics to get the victim to 
click a link or open an attachment.37 

Smishing 
Scammers may also target victims via text message—a 
crime called smishing.38 Similar to phishing attacks, 
criminals may impersonate trusted organizations or 
even friends to trick victims into divulging information.39 
Smishing may be increasing as more people trust text 
messages over phone calls and emails.

Vishing
Fraudsters can also use phone calls, also known as voice 
phishing or vishing, to target potential victims.40 Phone 
scammers sometimes use promises, like the offer of a 
prize, or threats, such as the risk of not getting a tax refund, 
to prompt victims into giving up personal information. 
Scammers will also use spoofing to send falsified 
information to a caller ID.41 A spoofed call looks like it’s 
coming from a local number or a trusted organization 
when it could be originating anywhere in the world. 

Skimming 
Skimming occurs when a criminal steals information 
as the debit or credit card is swiped.22 Scammers may 
tamper with the electronic card reader so that it captures 
card data, place a recording device at an ATM, or recruit a 
crooked salesperson to steal customers’ card data. 

Fake Websites 
Fake websites often look like legitimate and trustworthy 
sites to make people more apt to provide their personal 
information.22 Some online shopping scams use a bogus 
website or mobile app that mimics a trusted retailer, 
including a familiar logo and similar URL.42 Purchases 
made on these fraudulent sites will likely never arrive, 
or worse, scammers may seed the website with malware 
that infects the victim’s device and harvests personal or 
financial information.

Impersonation Scams or Confidence Fraud 
Confidence fraud occurs when a criminal deceives a victim 
into believing they have a trusted relationship—as a family 
member, friend, or romantic interest—to convince the victim 
to send money, provide information, make purchases, 
or even launder money.43 One way thieves steal taxpayer 
information is through IRS impersonation scams. Scammers 
call their victims claiming to work for the IRS or send 
fraudulent emails that look like official communications.44 

Data Breaches 
A data breach is the intentional or unintentional release or 
theft of information, whether it is due to a cyberattack or 
simply the improper disposal of physical documents.45 If an 
individual is notified of a breach, their financial or personal 
information may have been exposed. The theft of usernames 
and passwords from data breaches may also fuel credential 
stuffing attacks in which criminals use stolen username and 
password combinations to hack into other accounts.46 

Public Wi-Fi and USB Charging Stations 
Many public Wi-Fi networks are vulnerable to threats from 
hackers,47 making it possible for thieves to eavesdrop on 
users’ private information.1 Scammers may also employ a 
USB charging scam, called juice jacking, in which malware 
infects the user’s device when connected to an airport 
USB charging station or hotel USB port.48 

Purchase of Information on the Dark Web 
The dark web, or dark net, is a part of the internet that 
serves as a highly profitable marketplace where criminals 
can purchase stolen personal information.49 Private photos, 
medical records, and financial information have all 
reportedly been stolen and shared on the dark web.50 

Security researches have reported a concerning trend 
that cybercriminals have begun targeting children—
even infants—and advertising their stolen information 
for sale on the dark web.28

Theft by a Family Member or Friend  
An identity could be stolen by a family member or friend, 
such as a parent who uses a child's information to get a 
credit card or loan, or someone who uses their spouse’s 
information without permission to open an account.51 
According to one report, 51 percent of new account fraud 
victims stated that they personally knew the individual 
who committed the fraud.52  

Theft of a Wallet, Mail, or Even Trash 
Personal and financial information can also be stolen 
using low-tech methods, such as a criminal going through 
the victim’s mail or even their trash.22 
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Create strong passwords - Experts recommend 
creating strong passwords36—for example, a long 
memorable phrase such as a song lyric or quote that 
mixes characters and numbers.53 It’s best to create 
a different password for each account.36 Individuals 
should change their password if they are notified of a 
data breach by a company they do business with.12 
 
Use multi-factor authentication when available - 
Some online accounts or apps offer multi-factor 
authentication, which is an extra layer of security that 
requires two or more credentials to log in37— often 
a unique code sent to the user via text message.54 
Multi-factor authentication can make it harder for 
scammers to hack the victim’s accounts, even if they 
have the victim’s username and password.37 

Verify the legitimacy of websites  - It is advised to 
look for the presence of “https” in the URL and the lock 
icon, which often indicate the web traffic is encrypted 
and that visitors can share data safely.56 Consider also 
checking for misspellings or wrong domains within a 
link (for example, an address that should end in “.gov” 
but instead ends in “.com”).

Use caution on public Wi-Fi networks  - The 
Department of Homeland Security advises individuals 
not to connect to unsecured public Wi-Fi networks, 
especially for banking or online shopping.57 It’s 
advised to connect to public Wi-Fi using a Virtual 
Private Network (VPN) or the user’s own cell phone 
hotspot instead.58 

Examine for skimming devices - Skimmers may 
be placed on the regular credit card swipe, so if 
anything looks off, it’s best to go elsewhere.61 Things 
to look for at ATMs, gas stations, and checkout lines 
include obvious signs of tampering, a different color or 
material, and graphics that aren't aligned correctly.62

Update software regularly - It’s best to regularly 
update software, as criminals try to exploit known 
vulnerabilities before they can be fixed.55 The FTC 
advises updating antivirus or firewall programs, as well 
as the operating system, internet browsers, and apps. 

Implement security software - The IRS advises 
using security software, including virus/malware 
protection and a firewall, and ensuring that they are set 
to update automatically.36 It’s also recommended to use 
encryption programs to protect sensitive digital data.  

Protect data by backing it up - The FTC advises 
individuals to back up data stored on all devices using 
an external hard drive or cloud storage and to make sure 
those backups aren’t connected to the home network.37

Stick with reputable online retailers - Experts advise 
online shoppers to look for products and services first 
on trusted and known web retailers.59 It’s best to use 
apps provided directly by the retailer as well. The FTC 
recommends researching unfamiliar retailers by typing 
the name of the company or product into a search engine 
with terms like “review,” “complaint,” or “scam.”60 Experts 
advise confirming the retailer’s physical address and 
working phone number in case there are problems 
with the transaction.59 

Use a credit card over a debit card when possible - 
The FTC advises paying with a credit card, as credit 
card transactions are protected by the Fair Credit 
Billing Act, which allows consumers to dispute 
charges under certain situations.60 Additionally, 
because a debit card draws money directly from a 
bank account, unauthorized charges could leave 
the victim with insufficient funds.57 It’s advised to 
never pay by wire transfer, money order, or gift card, 
as sellers that request these types of payments are 
often scammers.42

Steps to Better Protect Yourself and Your 
Loved Ones from Identity Theft 
Secure Devices and Accounts

Shop and Surf Online More Safely 
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Beware of unsolicited emails, texts, and 
calls - Scammers may attempt to target victims 
through email, text, phone calls, or even social 
media messages, so it’s wise to be suspicious of any 
unsolicited communication,3 even if they appear to 
come from a trusted company.1 It’s advised instead 
to contact the company directly using their main 
customer service line. 

Know who you are dealing with - It’s 
recommended to search online for the contact 
information (name, email, phone number, and 
address) of individuals or businesses who contact 
you, as others may have shared information about 
previous scam attempts.63 In addition, a reverse image 
search can help determine if a profile picture has been 
used elsewhere on the internet and on which websites.43 

Don’t give money or information to someone you 
meet online - The FBI advises that individuals should 
never send money to someone they meet online, 
especially via wire transfer.43 The agency advises 
consumers to never share credit card numbers or 
bank account information with another person 
without verifying their identity.
 

Beware of money mule scams - The FBI  
advises individuals not to send or receive money 
on behalf of people or businesses for which they 
are not responsible, and to be wary of online job 
postings and messages promising easy money for 
little to no effort.64 

Resist the pressure to act quickly - Scammers often 
try to create a sense of urgency to produce fear and 
lure victims into immediate action.63 The FTC advises 
that individuals talk to someone they trust before 
providing money or personal information.65

Avoid Impersonations or Confidence Scams 

File taxes as early as possible - Experts advise 
taxpayers to file as soon as they have collected all 
of the necessary documents, such as W-2s, 1099s, 
and mortgage interest statements.14 Use a secure 
internet connection to file electronically, or mail 
the return directly from the post office.13 Taxpayers 
should follow the advice of their retained financial or 
tax professional.16 

Research tax preparers - Research tax preparers 
thoroughly before giving them personal information.13  

 

Know how the IRS contacts taxpayers - The IRS 
typically initiates contact with taxpayers through 
regular mail delivered by the United States Postal 
Service.66 According to the IRS, its agency will not: 
initiate contact with taxpayers by email, text, or social 
media to request personal or financial information; 
call taxpayers with threats of lawsuits or arrests; 
or call, email, or text to request taxpayers’ Identity 
Protection PINs.36 

 

Stay Vigilant During Tax Time and Year-Round 
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Protect your information - Experts advise caution when 
sharing personal or financial information, such as date of 
birth, Social Security number, or bank account number, 
as well as medical information, such as health insurance 
number and Medicare number. 12 It’s recommended 
not to carry a Social Security card in a wallet or purse 
and to only provide a Social Security number when 
absolutely necessary.12 

Initiate contact with medical or insurance 
professionals - It’s recommended not to share 
medical or insurance information by phone or email 
unless you initiated the contact and are sure you are 
speaking with the right organization.67 Experts advise 
not to provide any personal information in response 
to calls or emails from someone who claims to be 
from an insurer or healthcare provider.68 Instead, it’s 
better to contact the doctor or insurer directly or log 
in to the patient portal to verify the request. 

Safeguard your mail - It’s recommended to collect 
mail daily to reduce the potential for mail fraud.1 

For vacations, consider requesting a hold from 
the post office or asking a trusted person to collect 
mail. Consider reducing the number of documents 
with sensitive information that arrive by mail by 
requesting electronic statements. Outgoing mail 
containing personal data should be taken directly 
to the post office or a secure collection box. 

Shred important documents - Experts recommend 
shredding receipts, credit offers, account statements, 
expired credit cards,12 outdated insurance forms, 
physician statements, prescription paperwork, and 
other documents containing personal information.19 

 

Safeguard Information - Personal, Financial, Medical, and Insurance 

Consider a child credit freeze – Consider locking or 
freezing your child's credit,  until he or she is old enough 
to use it.29 A credit freeze or credit lock restricts access to 
a child’s credit file, making it harder for identity thieves 
to open new accounts in the child’s name.69 

Check their credit - Experts advise checking your 
child's credit report if you suspect fraud or identity 
theft.30 If a child’s credit report contains errors due 
to fraud or misuse, parents will have time to correct 
it before the child applies for a job, needs a loan for 
tuition or a car, or attempts to rent an apartment. 

 

Be aware of events that may put a child’s 
information at risk - It’s recommended to pay 
particular attention to certain circumstances, such 
as having an adult in your household who might be 
tempted to use a child’s identity to start over51 or 
being notified of a data breach at the child’s school, 
doctor’s office, or another location.70  

Talk about what information can be shared—and 
what shouldn’t - Children often like to share personal 
details online, including pictures, videos, plans, and 
their location. Experts advise talking with children 
about what types of information should never be 
shared, such as their Social Security number, street 
address, phone number, and financial information.71

 

Protect Children
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Pay attention to bills and transactions - Review 
bank account and credit card statements regularly 
to look for unexplained withdrawals, charges, and 
accounts.3 If bills don’t arrive on time, follow up with 
creditors as it’s possible that scammers changed the 
address associated with the account. It’s also a good 
idea to set up automatic alerts on accounts to receive 
a notification when a transaction is made. 

Review EOB statements and other medical 
correspondence - Experts recommend carefully 
reviewing Explanation of Benefits (EOB) statements, 
bills, and other correspondence from insurers and 
medical providers.19 Anything suspicious, such as an 
unfamiliar doctor’s name or treatment date, should 
be reported immediately to the insurer. 

Review credit reports annually - Experts advise that 
individuals review their credit reports for suspicious 
activity once a year.12 Credit reports can be ordered for 
free from Annualcreditreport.com. Individuals can also 
consider freezing their credit, which prevents someone 
from applying for and getting approval for a credit 
account or utility services in their name.  

 

Request access to medical records - Consider 
periodically reviewing medical records for red flags.20 
It’s a patient’s right under the Health Insurance 
Portability and Accountability Act to request copies 
of health information. Some healthcare providers 
may have an online patient portal to view records, 
or patients may be able to request the information 
from the office directly, sometimes for a small fee. 
At least once a year, it’s recommended to ask your 
insurer for a full list of benefits paid in your name.19 

Take appropriate action if you receive a breach 
notification – The FTC provides a checklist for 
individuals whose information may have been 
exposed during a data breach.72 If you receive a 
notification that your health insurance or health 
plan number was compromised, notify the insurer 
so they can note it in their records and flag the 
account number.73

 

Keep Up General Maintenance 

According to the FTC, if you or a loved one believe you have been the victim of identity theft, report it immediately at 
IdentityTheft.gov, the federal government’s resource for identity theft victims. Below are additional steps to report other 
specific types of identity theft.

• For possible tax identity theft, the IRS recommends responding immediately to any IRS notice.36 
If an e-filed return was rejected because of a duplicate filing, or if the IRS instructs you to do so, 
complete IRS Form 14039, Identity Theft Affidavit (PDF).  

• For possible medical identity theft, the US Department of Health and Human Services 
recommends contacting their fraud hotline and Medicare.gov’s web page on reporting fraud.74  

• For possible employment identity theft, report it to your employer and the state unemployment 
benefits agency.75  

• For a possible confidence or romance scam, report it to the Internet Crime Complaint Center and 
local FBI field office.43

How to Report an Incident 
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